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● Common infectious virus 
○ Infects epithelial cells
● Associated with many cancers (inc. gastric)
● Expression differences in EBV+ vs EBV- 
infected cells
Data provided from 12 samples:
● 23,325 genes (rows) x 48,000 cells (cols)
● Filtering, data processing, and graphing
○ Visualizing a 23,325 x 48,000 matrix
Fig 2. Fig 3.
23k more!
48k more!
● Visualizing ALL cells
● Cells closer together are 
more related 
● 9 cell types annotated
● We are interested in 
epithelium cells! 
○ Specifically malignant 
cells
Visualizing ALL Cells
● Revisualized ALL EPITHELIAL 
cells
● Ranked by tumor score 
○ Malignant marker genes 
● We want only positive tumor 
score cells
○ Most likely to be malignant
Visualizing EPITHELIAL Cells
● Revisualized ALL MALIGNANT 
EPITHELIAL cells
● Gene markers for EBV+ 
infection
Visualizing MAL EPITHELIAL Cells
● Clustered C1-C5 
○ C5 is EBV+ cluster of interest!
● Majority of C5 consists of 
sample IGC5 
○ EBV+ patient identified in paper
● Now we can do expression 
analysis
Clustering MAL EPITHELIAL cells
Module score 
● Input set of metabolic genes 
● Score ~ Differential Expression 
(DE) of gene set
● Eg. Higher module score = 
higher DE 
Pathways of Interest
● OX PHOS 
● Pentose phosphate 
Metabolic expression analysis
● Identify all differentially 
expressed genes in C5 vs rest
● Further investigate metabolic 
effect of EBV infection
● Find target genes or pathways 
specific to EBV+ malignant 
cells
○ Eg NDUFA9
○ Note: Treating IGC5 mal as C5 cluster
Next steps
